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ABSTRACT

The state-of-the-art approach for semi-supervised anomalous sound

detection is to first learn an embedding space by using auxiliary

classification tasks based on meta information or self-supervised

learning and then estimate the distribution of normal data. In this

work, AdaProj a novel loss function for training the embedding

model is presented. In contrast to commonly used angular margin

losses, which project data of each class as close as possible to their

corresponding class centers, AdaProj learns to project data onto

class-specific subspaces while still ensuring an angular margin be-

tween classes. By doing so, the resulting distributions of the embed-

dings belonging to normal data are not required to be as restrictive

as other loss functions allowing a more detailed view on the data.

In experiments conducted on the DCASE2022 and DCASE2023

anomalous sound detection datasets, it is shown that using AdaProj

to learn an embedding space significantly outperforms other com-

monly used loss functions.

Index Terms— machine listening, anomaly detection, repre-

sentation learning, domain generalization

1. INTRODUCTION

Semi-supervised anomaly detection is the task of training a system

to differentiate between normal and anomalous data using only nor-

mal training samples [1]. An example application is acoustic ma-

chine condition monitoring for predictive maintenance [2, 3]. Here,

normal data corresponds to sounds of fully functioning machines

whereas anomalous sounds indicate mechanical failure. One of the

main difficulties to overcome in acoustic machine condition mon-

itoring is that it is practically impossible to record isolated sounds

of a target machine. Instead, recordings also contain many other

sounds emitted by non-target machines or other sound sources such

as humans. Compared to this complex acoustic scene, anomalous

signal components of the target machines are very subtle and hard

to detect without utilizing additional knowledge. Another main

difficulty is that a system should also be able to reliably detect

anomalous sounds when changing the acoustic conditions or ma-

chine settings without needing to collect large amounts of data in

these changed conditions or to re-train the system (domain gener-

alization [4]). One possibility to overcome both difficulties is to

learn a mapping of the audio signals into a fixed-dimensional vector

space, in which representations belonging to normal and anomalous

data, called embeddings, can be easily separated. Then, by estimat-

ing the distribution of normal training samples in the embedding

space, one can compute an anomaly score for a test sample to dis-

tinguish between normal and anomalous samples.

To train such an embedding model, the state-of-the-art is to uti-

lize an auxiliary classification task using provided meta information

or self-supervised learning. This enables the embedding model to

closely monitor target signals and ignore other signals and noise [5].

For machine condition monitoring, possible auxiliary tasks are clas-

sifying between machine types [6–8] or, additionally, between dif-

ferent machine states and noise settings [9–11], recognizing aug-

mented and non-augmented versions of normal data [6, 12] or pre-

dicting the activity of machines [10]. Using an auxiliary task to

learn embeddings is also called outlier exposure (OE) [13] because

normal samples belonging to other classes than a target class can be

considered proxy outliers [14].

The contributions of this work are the following. First and fore-

most, AdaProj, a novel angular margin loss function that learns

class-specific subspaces for training an embedding model, is pre-

sented1. Second, it is proven that AdaProj has arbitrary large op-

timal solution spaces allowing to relax the compactness require-

ments of the class-specific distributions in the embedding space.

Last but not least, AdaProj is compared to other commonly used

loss functions. In experiments conducted on the DCASE2022 and

DCASE2023 anomalous sound detection (ASD) datasets it is shown

that AdaProj outperforms other commonly used loss functions.

1.1. Related Work

When training a neural network to solve a classification task, usu-

ally the softmax function in combination with the categorical cross-

entropy (CXE) is used. However, this only reduces inter-class simi-

larity without explicitly increasing intra-class similarity [15]. When

training an embedding model for anomaly detection, high intra-

class similarity is a desired property to cluster normal data and be

able to detect anomalous samples. There are several loss functions

that explicitly increase intra-class similarity: [16] proposed a com-

pactness loss to project the data into a hypersphere of minimal vol-

ume for one-class classification. However, for machine condition

monitoring in noisy conditions it is known that one-class losses per-

form worse than losses that also discriminatively solve an auxiliary

classification task [5]. [17] utilized an additional descriptiveness

loss consisting of a CXE imposing a classification task on another

arbitrary dataset than the target dataset to regularize the training

objective. For machine condition monitoring, often meta informa-

tion is available as it can at least be ensured which machine is being

recorded when collecting data. [8] used center loss [18], which min-

imizes the distance to learned class centers for each class. Another

choice are angular margin losses that learn an embedding space on

the unit sphere while ensuring a margin between classes, which im-

proves the generalization capabilities. Specific examples are the ad-

ditive margin softmax loss [15] as used by [7,19] and ArcFace [20]

1An open-source implementation of the AdaProj loss is available at:
https://github.com/wilkinghoff/AdaProj

http://arxiv.org/abs/2403.14179v2
https://github.com/wilkinghoff/AdaProj


as used by [6, 11, 21]. [22, 23] use the AdaCos loss [24], which

essentially is ArcFace with an adaptive scale parameter, or the sub-

cluster AdaCos loss [25], which utilizes multiple sub-clusters for

each class instead of a single one.

As stated before, the goal of this work is to reduce the restric-

tions on the learned distributions in the embedding space by learn-

ing class-specific linear subspaces. There are also other works on

losses aiming at learning subspaces based on orthogonal projections

in an embedding space. [26] used orthogonal projections as a con-

straint for training an autoencoder based anomaly detection system.

Another example is semi-supervised image classification by using

a combination of class-specific subspace projections with a recon-

structions loss and ensure that they are different by also using a dis-

criminative loss [27]. Our work focuses on learning an embedding

space through an auxiliary classification task that is well-suited for

semi-supervised anomaly detection.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1. Notation

Let φ : X → R
D denote a neural network where X de-

notes some input space, which consists of audio signals in this

work, and D ∈ N denotes the dimension of the embedding

space. Define the linear projection of x ∈ R
D onto the sub-

space span(Ck) ⊂ R
D as Pspan(Ck)(x) :=

∑
ck∈Ck

〈x, ck〉ck . Fur-

thermore, let SD−1 = {y ∈ R
D : ‖y‖2 = 1} ⊂ R

D denote the D-

sphere and define PSD−1(x) := x

‖x‖2
∈ SD−1 to be the projection

onto the D-sphere.

2.2. AdaProj loss function

Similar to the sub-cluster AdaCos loss [25], the idea of the AdaProj

loss is to enlarge the space of optimal solutions to allow the network

to learn less restrictive distributions of normal data. This relaxation

is achieved by measuring the distance to class-specific subspaces

while training the embedding model instead of measuring the dis-

tance to a single or multiple centers as done for other angular margin

losses and may help to differentiate between normal and anomalous

embeddings after training. The reason is that for some auxiliary

classes a strong compactness may be detrimental when aiming to

learn an embedding space that separates normal and anomalous data

since both may be distributed very similarly.

Formally, the definition of the AdaProj loss is as follows.

Definition 1 (AdaProj loss). Let Ck ⊂ R
D with |Ck| = J ∈ N

denote class centers for class k ∈ {1, ..., Nclasses}. Then for the

AdaProj loss the logit for class k ∈ {1, ..., Nclasses} is defined as

L(x, Ck) := ŝ · ‖PSD−1(x)− PSD−1(Pspan(Ck)(x))‖
2
2

where ŝ ∈ R+ is the adaptive scale parameter of the AdaCos loss

[24]. Inserting these logits into a softmax function and computing

the CXE yields the AdaProj loss function.

Remark. Note that, by Lemma 5 of [5], it holds that

‖PSD−1(x)− PSD−1(Pspan(Ck)(x))‖
2
2

=2(1− 〈PSD−1(x), PSD−1(Pspan(Ck)(x))〉),

which is equal to the cosine distance in this case and explains why

the AdaProj loss can be called an angular margin loss.

As for other angular margin losses, projecting the embedding

space onto the D-sphere has several advantages [5]. Most impor-

tantly, if D is sufficiently large randomly initialized centers are

with very high probability approximately orthonormal to each other

[28], i.e. distributed equidistantly, and sufficiently far away from

000 ∈ R
D. Therefore, one does not need to carefully design a method

to initialize the centers. Another advantage is that a normalization

may prevent numerical issues, similar to applying batch normaliza-

tion [29].

The following Lemma shows that using the AdaProj loss, as

defined above, indeed increases the solution space.

Lemma 2. Let x ∈ R
D and let C ⊂ R

D contain pairwise or-

thonormal elements. If x ∈ span(C) ∩ SD−1, then

‖PSD−1(x)− PSD−1(Pspan(C)(x))‖
2
2 = 0.

Proof. Let x ∈ span(C) ∩ SD−1 ⊂ R
D with |C| = J . Therefore,

‖x‖2 = 1 and there are λj ∈ R with x =
∑J

j=1 λjcj . Thus, it

holds that

x =
J∑

j=1

λjcj =
J∑

j=1

J∑

i=1

λi〈ci, cj〉cj =
J∑

j=1

〈
J∑

i=1

λici, cj〉cj

=

J∑

j=1

〈x, cj〉cj = Pspan(C)(x).

Hence, we obtain

‖PSD−1(x)− PSD−1(Pspan(C)(x))‖
2
2 = 0.

Remark. If C contains randomly initialized elements of the unit

sphere and D is sufficiently large, then the elements of C are ap-

proximately pairwise orthonormal with very high probability [28].

When inserting the projection onto the D − 1-sphere as an op-

eration into the neural network, this Lemma shows that the solution

space for the AdaProj loss function is increased to the whole sub-

space span(C), which has a dimension of |C| with very high prob-

ability. Because of this, it should be ensured that |C| < D. Oth-

erwise the whole embedding space may be an optimal solution and

thus the network cannot learn a meaningful embedding space. In

comparison, for the AdaCos loss only the class centers themselves

are optimal solutions and for the sub-cluster AdaCos loss each sub-

cluster is an optimal solution [5].

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. Datasets and performance metrics

For the experiments, the DCASE2022 ASD dataset [2] and the

DCASE2023 ASD dataset [3] for semi-supervised machine con-

dition monitoring were used. Both datasets consist of a develop-

ment set and an evaluation set that are divided into a training split

containing only normal data and a test split containing normal as

well as anomalous data. Furthermore, both tasks explicitly capture

the problem of domain generalization [4] by defining a source and

a target domain, which differs from the source domain by alter-

ing machine parameters or noise conditions. The task is to detect

anomalous samples regardless of the domain a sample belongs to by

training a system with only normal data. As meta information, the



target machine type of each sample is known and for the training

samples, also the domain and additional parameter settings or noise

conditions, called attribute information, are known and thus can be

utilized to train an embedding model.

The DCASE2022 ASD dataset [2] consists of the machine

types “ToyCar” and “ToyTrain” from ToyAdmos2 [30] and “fan”,

“gearbox”, “bearing”, “slide rail” and “valve” from MIMII-DG

[31]. For each machine type, there are six different sections cor-

responding to different domain shifts and also defining subsets used

for computing the performance. These sections are known for each

recording and can also be utilized as meta information to train the

system. For the source domain of each section, there are 1000 nor-

mal audio recordings with a duration of 10 s and a sampling rate of

16 kHz belonging to the training split. For the target domain of each

section, there are only 10 normal audio recordings belonging to the

training split. The test splits of each section contain approximately

100 normal and 100 anomalous samples.

The DCASE2023 ASD dataset [3] is similar to the

DCASE2022 ASD dataset with the following modifications. First

of all, the development set and the evaluation set contain mutually

exclusive machine types. More concretely, the development set con-

tains the same machine types as the DCASE2022 dataset and the

evaluation set contains the machine types “ToyTank”, “ToyNscale”

and “ToyDrone” fromToyAdmos2+ [32] and “vacuum”, “band-

saw”, “grinder” and “shaker” from MIMII-DG [31]. Furthermore,

there is only a single section for each machine type, which makes

the auxiliary classification task much easier resulting in less infor-

mative embeddings for the ASD task. Last but not least, the dura-

tion of each recording has a length between 6 s and 18 s. Overall,

all three modifications make this task much more challenging than

the DCASE2022 ASD task.

To measure the performance of the ASD systems the threshold-

independent area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)

curve (AUC) metric is used. In addition, the partial area under the

ROC curve (pAUC) [33], which is the AUC for low false positive

rates ranging from 0 to p, with p = 0.1, is used. Both performance

metrics are computed domain-independent for every previously de-

fined section of the dataset and the harmonic mean of all resulting

values is the final score used to measure and compare the perfor-

mances of different ASD systems.

3.2. Anomalous sound detection system

For all experiments conducted in this work, the state-of-the-art ASD

system presented in [23] is used. An overview of the system can be

found in Figure 1. The system consists of three main components:

1) a feature extractor, 2) an embedding model and 3) a backend for

computing anomaly scores.

In the first processing block, two different feature represen-

tations are extracted from the raw waveforms, namely magnitude

spectrograms and the magnitude spectrum. To capture less similar

information with both feature representations, the temporal mean is

subtracted from the spectrograms, essentially removing static fre-

quency information that are captured with the highest possible res-

olution by the spectra.

For each of the two feature representations, another convolu-

tional sub-network is trained and the resulting embeddings are con-

catenated and normalized with respect to the Euclidean norm to ob-

tain a single embedding. In contrast to the original architecture,

the embedding dimension is doubled from 256 to 512. More de-

tails about the subnetwork architectures can be found in [23]. The

network is trained for 10 epochs using a batch size of 64 using

adam [34] by utilizing meta information such as machine types and

the provided attribute information as an auxiliary classification task.

Different loss functions can be used for this purpose and will be

compared in the next subsection. All loss functions investigated in

this work require class-specific center vectors, which are initialized

randomly using Glorot uniform intialization [35]. To improve the

ASD performance, the class centers are not adapted during training

and no bias terms are used as proposed in [16] for one-class clas-

sification. Furthermore, mixup [36] with a uniformly distributed

mixing coefficient is applied to the waveforms.

As a backend, k-means with 32 means is applied to the normal

training samples of the source domain. For a given test sample, the

smallest cosine distance to these means and the ten normal training

samples of the target domain is used as an anomaly score. Thus,

smaller values indicate normal samples whereas higher values indi-

cate anomalous samples.

3.3. Performance evaluation

In the first experiment, the ASD performance obtained with the fol-

lowing loss functions was compared: 1) individual class-specific

intra-class (IC) compactness losses jointly trained on all classes [16]

2) an additional discriminative CXE loss, similar to the descriptive-

ness loss used in [17] but trained on the same dataset, 3) the AdaCos

loss [24], 4) the sub-cluster AdaCos loss [25] with 32 sub-clusters

and 5) the proposed AdaProj loss. Each experiment was repeated

ten times to reduce the variance of the resulting performances. The

results can be found in Table 1.

The main observation to be made is that the proposed AdaProj

loss outperforms all other losses. Especially on the DCASE2023

dataset, there are significant improvements to be observed. The

most likely explanation is that for this dataset the classification

task is less difficult and thus a few classes may be easily identified

leading to embeddings that do not carry enough information to dis-

tinguish between embeddings belonging to normal and anomalous

samples of these classes.

Another interesting observation is that, in contrast to the orig-

inal results presented in [25], the sub-cluster AdaCos loss actu-

ally performs slightly worse than the AdaCos loss despite having

a higher solution space. A possible explanation is that in [25], the

centers are adapted during training whereas, in our work, they are

not as this has been shown to improve the resulting performance

[23]. Since all centers have approximately the same distance to

each other when being randomly initialized, i.e. the centers belong-

ing to a target class and the other centers, the network will likely

utilize only a single center for each class that is closest to the ini-

tial embeddings of the corresponding target class. Moreover, a low

inter-class similarity is more difficult to ensure due to the higher to-

tal number of sub-clusters belonging to other classes. This leads to

more restrictive requirements when learning class-specific distribu-

tions and thus actually reduces the ability to differentiate between

embeddings belonging to normal and anomalous samples.

3.4. Investigating the impact of the subspace dimension on the

performance

As an ablation study, different choices for the dimension of the

subspaces have been compared experimentally on the DCASE2023

ASD dataset. The results can be found in Figure 2. It can be seen,

that, on the development set, the results are relatively stable while a



embedding model: jointly trained to discriminate
between machine types and attribute information

input feature representations
computing anomaly scores using only the normal

samples of the same machine type as the test samples

raw waveform
(288000)

compute magnitude
spectrogram
(561 × 513)

apply temporal
mean normalization
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compute mag-
nitude spectrum

(144000)

extract embbeding
with neural network

for spectrograms
(256)
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(256)
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all samples of
target domain
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evaluate cosine
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of source domain

(32)
return minimum
of distances as
anomaly score

(1)

Figure 1: Structure of the ASD system, adapted from Figure 1 in [23]. Representation size in each step is given in brackets.

Table 1: ASD performance obtained with different loss functions. Harmonic means of all AUCs and pAUCs over all pre-defined sections of

the dataset are depicted in percent. Arithmetic mean and standard deviation of the results over ten independent trials are shown. Best results

in each column are highlighted with bold letters.

loss function
DCASE2022 dev. set [2] DCASE2022 eval. set [2] DCASE2023 dev. set [3] DCASE2023 eval. set [3] arithmetic mean

AUC pAUC AUC pAUC AUC pAUC pAUC AUC pAUC pAUC

IC compactness loss [16] 79.2 ± 0.9 64.7 ± 1.1 70.3± 0.8 58.9 ± 0.8 67.7 ± 1.2 56.9 ± 0.9 64.0± 1.5 55.8± 0.9 70.3 59.1
IC compactness loss + CXE [17] 79.0 ± 0.8 65.0 ± 0.7 72.6± 0.4 60.3 ± 0.7 70.4 ± 1.0 57.4± 1.157.4 ± 1.157.4 ± 1.1 67.5± 0.8 57.5± 1.0 72.4 60.1
AdaCos loss [24] 79.8 ± 0.7 65.5 ± 0.965.5± 0.965.5 ± 0.9 73.0± 0.4 59.7 ± 0.6 70.9 ± 0.9 56.8 ± 0.9 68.0± 1.6 58.0± 1.1 72.9 60.0
sub-cluster AdaCos loss [25] 80.0 ± 1.4 65.2 ± 1.1 72.9± 0.6 59.5 ± 0.5 70.4 ± 0.9 56.3 ± 0.8 66.5± 1.6 56.2± 1.0 72.5 59.3
proposed AdaProj loss 80.6± 0.880.6± 0.880.6 ± 0.8 65.5 ± 1.365.5± 1.365.5 ± 1.3 73.6 ± 0.773.6 ± 0.773.6± 0.7 60.5± 0.760.5 ± 0.760.5 ± 0.7 71.4± 1.071.4 ± 1.071.4 ± 1.0 56.2 ± 0.7 69.8 ± 1.369.8± 1.369.8± 1.3 60.0 ± 0.560.0 ± 0.560.0± 0.5 73.973.973.9 60.660.660.6
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Figure 2: Domain-independent performance obtained on the

DCASE2023 dataset with different subspace dimensions. The

means over ten independent trials are shown.

larger dimension slightly improves the performance on the evalua-

tion set without any significant differences. For subspace dimen-

sions greater than 48 the performances seem to slightly degrade

again. In conclusion, the subspace dimension should be neither

too high nor too low and a dimension of 32 as used for the other

experiments in this works appears to be a reasonable choice.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, AdaProj a novel angular margin loss function specif-

ically designed for semi-supervised anomaly detection with auxil-

iary classification tasks was presented. It was proven that this loss

function learns an embedding space with class-specific subspaces

of arbitrary dimension. In contrast to other angular margin losses,

which try to project data to individual points in space, this relaxes

the requirements of solving the classification task and allows for

less compact distributions in the embedding space. In experiments

conducted on the DCASE2022 and DCASE2023 ASD datasets, it

was shown that using AdaProj results in better performance than

other commonly used loss functions. In conclusion, the resulting

embedding space has a more desirable structure than the other em-

bedding spaces for differentiating between normal and anomalous

samples. For future work, it is planned to evaluate AdaProj on other

datasets and further improve the performance of the ASD system by

utilizing self-supervised learning [37] or multi-task learning [9].
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